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Autonomic changes are often associated with the chronic fatigue syndrome (CFS), but their pathogenetic role is
unclear and brain imaging investigations are lacking. The vasomotor centre and, through it, nuclei in themidbrain
andhypothalamus play a key role in autonomic nervous system regulation of steady statebloodpressure (BP) and
heart rate (HR). In this exploratory cross-sectional study, BP and HR, as indicators of autonomic function, were
correlated with volumetric and T1- and T2-weighted spin-echo (T1w and T2w) brain MRI in 25 CFS subjects
and 25 normal controls (NC). Steady state BP (systolic, diastolic and pulse pressure) and HR in two postures
were extracted from 24 h blood pressure monitoring. We performed (1) MRI versus autonomic score
interaction-with-group regressions to detect locationswhere regression slopes differed in the CFS and NC groups
(collectively indicating abnormality in CFS), and (2)MRI regressions in the CFS andNC groups alone to detect ad-
ditional locations with abnormal correlations in CFS. Significant CFS regressions were repeated controlling for
anxiety and depression (A&D). Abnormal regressionswere detected in nuclei of the brainstem vasomotor centre,
midbrain reticular formation and hypothalamus, but also in limbic nuclei involved in stress responses and in
prefrontal white matter. Group comparisons of CFS and NC did not find MRI differences in these locations. We
propose therefore that these regulatory nuclei are functioning correctly, but that two-way communication
between them is impaired in CFS and this affects signalling to/from peripheral effectors/sensors, culminating
in inverted or magnified correlations. This single explanation for the diverse abnormal correlations detected
here consolidates the conclusion for a brainstem/midbrain nerve conduction deficit inferred earlier (Barnden
et al., 2015). Strong correlations were also detected in isolated NC regressions.

© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

The chronic fatigue syndrome or myalgic encephalomyelitis (CFS)
is a common, debilitating, multisystem disorder of uncertain
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. This is an open access article under
pathogenesis, for which there exists evidence of dysregulation of the
central nervous system, immune system and cellular energy metabo-
lism (Carruthers et al., 2011). Dysregulation of the autonomic nervous
system has also been suggested to contribute to its presentation
(Gerrity et al., 2002; Van Cauwenbergh et al., 2014; Beaumont et al.,
2012; Burton et al., 2010; Newton et al., 2007; Boneva et al., 2007; He
et al., 2013).

The autonomic nervous system (ANS) contributes to the control of
arterial pressure, heart rate and contractility, gastric and salivary excre-
tions, blood vessel dilatation/constriction, temperature, immune and
many other functions (Hall, 2011). It is conceptualised as descending
from the hypothalamus via nuclei in the brainstem rostral medulla
and caudal pons to peripheral target organs via the sympathetic nervous
system (SNS) and parasympathetic nervous system (PNS) which also
return sensory signals to the brain (Hall, 2011). The SNS and PNS both
influence the enteric nervous system which controls gut activity (Hall,
2011).
the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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In CFS an impaired ANS has been implicated in a variety of functional
differences with healthy controls. Recent systematic reviews concluded
that postural orthostatic tachycardia syndrome (POTS) is more preva-
lent and more severe in CFS, and (independent of the presence of
POTS) heart rate is higher on head-up tilt testing (3). However, the
prevalence of POTS in CFS was less than 30% (Van Cauwenbergh et al.,
2014; Lewis et al., 2013). Baseline (supine) heart rate (HR) is elevated
in some, but not all studies, and bedside autonomic tests are normal
(Van Cauwenbergh et al., 2014). Heart rate variability (HRV), at least
at night, is reduced in CFS (Meeus et al., 2013). A cardiac MRI study in
CFS demonstrated substantially reduced left ventricular mass, end-
diastolic volume and cardiac output, and increased residual torsion in
diastole (Jones et al., 2012), which the authors suggest could be a conse-
quence of the reduced total blood volume observed in CFS (Hurwitz
et al., 2010).

Apart from the hemodynamic system, apparent autonomic deficits
in CFS include delayed gastric emptying (Burnet and Chatterton,
2004), increased intestinal permeability (Maes et al., 2006) and im-
paired thermoregulation (Wyller et al., 2007; Pazderka-Robinson
et al., 2004). Recently, a reduced capacity to recover from exercise-
induced muscular acidosis in CFS was attributed to ANS-mediated dys-
function of Na+–H+ antiporters and/or vascular drainage (Jones et al.,
2012; Jones et al., 2010).

Although neuroimaging has been used to identify the neural corre-
lates of HR and/or BP response to various stressors (Beacher et al.,
2009; Gianaros and Sheu, 2009; Critchley et al., 2000; Cechetto and
Shoemaker, 2009), direct neuroimaging correlations with steady state
autonomic levels in healthy controls are few. MRI studies of steady
state BP in NC have mostly investigated GM volume associations, al-
though in a meta-analysis (Beauchet et al., 2013) only two studies
used a voxel-based method to investigate the whole brain for regional
volume correlations, as is used here. Most studies of BP versus GM
volume have examined hypertension, although one voxel-based study
examined healthy elderly controls (Gianaros et al., 2006) and detected
negative correlations, but only in men, in the supplementary motor
area, anterior cingulate cortex and middle temporal gyrus. Importantly
though, steady state muscle sympathetic nerve activity, a direct
measure of the vasoconstrictor drive which mediates blood pressure,
was found to correlate with fMRI BOLD signal in the medulla, hypothal-
amus and limbic nuclei (James et al., 2013; Macefield and Henderson,
2010). Despite autonomic dysfunction being accepted as evidence that
CFS is a disorder of the central nervous system (Nijs and Ickmans,
2013), imaging studies of the neural correlates of autonomic function
in CFS are also lacking.

Here we report extensive results from brain MRI regressions with
autonomic function (as indirectly measured by steady state BP and HR
in two postures), which reveal patterns of abnormality that provide
new insights into brain-body relationships in CFS and are consistent
with a nerve conduction deficit in the brainstem/midbrain.

In addition to grey matter (GM) and white matter (WM) volume
images from voxel-based morphometry (VBM), we have utilised novel
quantitative analysis of T1-weighted (T1w) and T2-weighted (T2w)
spin-echo brain MRI images, after inter-subject signal-level normalisa-
tion (Abbott et al., 2009). T1w and T2w spin-echo images are ideal for
cross-sectional studies because of their low-noise, high resolution and
minimal distortion from the patient-induced and instrumentation-
induced magnetic field inhomogeneities (Bushberg et al., 2002) that
distort gradient-echo scans.

Control of steady state BP and HR involves the vasomotor centre in
the rostral medulla and lower third of the pons. In turn, the hypothala-
mus and reticular substance of the pons, midbrain and diencephalon
can excite or inhibit the vasomotor centre, and to some extent the
autonomic centres in the brainstem medulla act as relay stations for
control activities of the hypothalamus and midbrain (Hall, 2011). Our
hypothesis was that in CFS these locations may exhibit abnormal brain
MRI correlations with the autonomically controlled peripheral BP and
HR scores assessed here and, for statistical purposes, theywere assigned
a priori hypothesis status.
2. Materials and methods

25, otherwise well, CFS subjects from community-based specialist
and general practice, meeting Canadian Consensus criteria (Carruthers
et al., 2011) for CFS, with a mean duration of fatigue of 7.4 years
(range, 2–15 years) were assessed. 25 healthy, normal controls (NC),
unrelated to the CFS subjects, recruited by public advertisement, and
matched for gender, age to within 2 years and weight to within 5 kg
were also recruited. Each group comprised six men and 19 women.
The mean ages were 32 years (range, 19–46 years) for CFS subjects
and 32.8 years (range, 20–46 years) for NCs. The precursor to CFS
onsetwas an infection in 14 cases (seven caused by serologically proven
Epstein–Barr virus), work and stress in three, post-delivery in one
and was unknown in seven. On clinical grounds, none had POTS
(Schondorf and Low, 1993). All medications including ‘natural thera-
pies’ were discontinued 2 weeks before the study period, except for
paracetamol and oral contraceptives. No subjects had been taking vaso-
active drugs. Subjects with a body mass index N30 kg/m2, or who were
pregnant, postmenopausal, unable to undertake brain MRI, or unable to
discontinue medication were excluded. The study period was delayed
for any viral or bacterial infection until recovery. All examinations
were completed within a week. All participants completed the Hospital
Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS) (Zigmond and Snaith, 1983)
questionnaire.

Thisworkwas carried out in accordancewith The Code of Ethics of the
World Medical Association (Declaration of Helsinki) for experiments
involving humans.
2.1. BP and HR monitoring

Autonomic status was assessed with 24-hour ambulatory blood
pressure monitoring (ABPM) which, every 30 min between 7 a.m. and
10 p.m. and hourly between 10 p.m. and 7 a.m., recorded values for sys-
tolic BP (sysBP), diastolic BP (diaBP), pulse pressure (PP = sysBP–
diaBP) andheart rate (HR), collectively referred to here as hemodynam-
ic scores. To segregate postural effects, ABPM values were extracted for
periods when the subjects were lying down asleep, labelled hereafter as
reclining, andwhen theywere seated awakewith torso upright, labelled
hereafter as erect. These periods were identified from a diary of posture
(standing, seated, lying down awake or lying down asleep) for each
measurement time, updated by each participant at least every 2–3 h
or on awakening. For each measure, the mean of all recorded erect
values and the mean of all reclining values for each subject were com-
puted. In a preliminary report (Barnden et al., 2011) these postures
were called asleep and seated respectively. Two NC subjects did not
have ABPM data and were excluded from regressions. A third NC did
not record any seated period and was excluded from the erect posture
regressions.
2.2. MRI acquisition

Magnetic Resonance images were acquired on a Philips 1.5T
Intera MR scanner (Philips, Eindhoven) with a body transmit coil
and birdcage receive coil. Three sequences were used: T1-weighted
spin echo (T1w, TR/TE/flip angle = 600 ms/15 ms/90°), T2-
weighted spin-echo (T2w, 4000/80/90°) and 3D spoiled gradient
echo (5.76/1.9/9°). T1w and T2w images were transaxial with pixel
sizes 0.82 × 0.82 mm and 0.859 × 0.859 mm respectively and
3 mm contiguous slice thickness. The 3D gradient echo voxel size
was 0.938 × 0.938 × 1.0 mm.
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2.3. Preprocessing of images

FourMRI image typeswere analysed: Greymatter (GM) volume and
white matter (WM) volume from voxel-based morphometry (VBM),
and T1-weighted and T2-weighted spin-echo (T1w and T2w). Image
processing is described fully in (Barnden et al., 2015).

T1w and T2w signal levels were normalised using the voxel-based
iterative sensitivity (VBIS) method of Abbott et al (Abbott et al., 2009).
VBIS requires an initial CFS group comparison with NC using T1w (or
T2w) images scaled using their global means (‘proportional scaling’).
A mask is then defined containing those voxels with residual inter-
subject variance less than the median. The mean in this mask is then
computed for each image and used as a nuisance covariate in subse-
quent statistical designs, effectively normalising each image to a com-
mon global value. To exclude possible bias in individual analyses, a
second iteration of VBIS omitted voxels from this mask where a signal
with uncorrected voxel P b 0.01 was detected. Here we applied the
second iteration to the two designs which yielded the largest clusters,
for which VBIS would be most sensitive to any incidental bias-
inducing signal within the mask.

2.4. Statistical analysis

Cluster statistical inference in SPM5 (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/
spm) was used to identify brain locations where MRI versus hemody-
namic score regressions were significant. Four statistical designs were
systematically applied to the datasets of all 4 types of MR image:

A. MRI regressions against hemodynamic scores to identify voxels
where the CFS and NC regressions exhibited opposite slopes. These
so-called interaction-with-group (2-sample or ‘2s’) regressions
detected brain locations where the CFS relationship was explicitly
abnormal.

B. MRI regressions against hemodynamic scores in the CFS group alone
(1-sample or ‘1s’). The corresponding 2-sample regression would
not detect a significant cluster if:

• The local NC inter-subject variance was large, so that neither the NC
regression nor the difference between the NC and CFS regression
slopes could be significant. A significant CFS regression in this case is
of interest and may be regarded as abnormal.
Fig. 1. Brainstem vasomotor centre, cerebellum, PCC and prefrontal WM clusters. Sections thro
Image type, basic hemodynamic score and (Table 2 cluster number) are annotated. The vox
(axial) panel of (A). Plots show T2w and T1w values for individual CFS and NC subjects (adjus
model fits. (A) shows involvement of the rostral ventral medulla (x = −2), right caudal ba
−46) of the cerebellar vermis. The x = −10 insert reverses the overlap at the culmen. (B) p
(C) left prefrontal WM, and (D) left and right prefrontal WM.
• The NC regression was significant and with a similar slope to the CFS
regression. If they yielded co-located significant clusters, the CFS rela-
tionship did not differ from NC and was not considered relevant to
CFS. Note that 1s regressions were not considered in the preliminary
report (Barnden et al., 2011).

C. MRI regressions against hemodynamic scores in the NC group alone,
but only for regressions from (A) and (B) that yielded significant
clusters.

D. MRI group comparisons for GM volume, WM volume, T1w and T2w
images.

All regressions were adjusted for age. Initially, clusters were formed
with an uncorrected voxel P (uvP) of 0.005 and regressions that yielded
clusters with corrected cluster P b 0.05 were then repeated adjusting
(controlling) for Anxiety and Depression (A&D). For a priori locations,
adjustment was also performed for clusters with uncorrected cluster
P b 0.05. This was only invoked, however, if the corrected cluster P failed
to survive the final False Discovery Rate (FDR) threshold (see below).
Finally, only clusters formed with uvP b 0.001, either before or after
adjustment for A&D, were reported, but only if they survived themulti-
ple comparisons constraint below.

2.5. Adjustment for multiple regressions

Two corrections of cluster statistics for multiple comparisons were
performed (Barnden et al., 2015).

Firstly, correction within SPM5 was made for multiple clusters
across space from each regression using the non-stationary permuta-
tion method (Hayasaka et al., 2004).

Secondly, to account formultiple regressions, a FDR b 0.05 constraint
was applied. A total of 200 regressions were performed (Barnden et al.,
2015). Of these, 4 × 2 × 16 = 128 involved the autonomic regressors
considered here. ‘4’ represents the four MR image types (GM volume,
WM volume, T1w and T2w), ‘× 2’ accounts for positive and negative re-
gressions and ‘× 16’ represents the four ABPM regressors (sysBP, diaBP,
PP andHR) each in two postures and each analysedwith 2 statistical de-
signs (A and B above). Note that 200 (not 128) was used in the FDR
analysis to identify a cluster P threshold consistent with FDR b 0.05
(see Barnden et al., 2015). Also of interest were clusters that survived
ugh 8 clusters from Table 2. Coloured voxels code for the T statistic (refer colour stripes).
el P threshold for colour display was 0.001, except for 0.00025 (T = 3.7) for the lower
ted for age and global value) at the most significant voxels. Lines show the general linear
sal pons (x = +7), and culmen (x = −10) and pyramis (x = −10, −2 and z = −44,
osterior cingulate cortex (PCC). For the CFS regression plotted, corrected voxel P = 0.04.
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the stricter Bonferroni P threshold, that is 0.05/200 = 2.5e-4, which is
relevant if all regressors are uncorrelated.

If the peak voxel in a cluster had FWE-corrected voxel P b 0.05, this
was also reported.

2.6. Identification of cluster locations

Cluster locationswere refined using the TD and ‘aal’ databases incor-
porated in the WFU PickAtlas toolbox of SPM5, Duvernoy's brainstem
atlas (Naidich et al., 2009) supported byMNI coordinates of its sections
from (Lee et al., 2008), a hypothalamus atlas (Baroncini et al., 2012) and
awhole brain atlas (Nolte andAngevine, 2000). All images are displayed
Fig. 2. Clusters from T1w regressions with erect PP and erect sysBP. Numbers (in parentheses
represent the T statistic. The voxel P threshold for voxel display is 0.001 except as labelled in
correlations. The two negative regressions yielded clusters of similar extent but with differen
through peak voxels. A stricter threshold is applied in(C). In PP, this isolates two peaks in the
tegmental area (VTA) at z = −10. In sysBP, there is posterior hypothalamus (pHy) peak ad
clusters: at z = +14 in the medial prefrontal cortex for both (the elliptical insert reverses th
the left DLPF cortex for PP. In the 1s plots in (B) and (E), NC values, although not used in the a
detected a co-located cluster and the CFS result was not regarded as abnormal.
using the ‘neurological’ convention (subject's left is left on the image)
and the default uvP threshold of the clusters shownwas 0.001. To better
locate peaks within the clusters, clusters with a stricter uvP threshold
are also included in Figs. 1 and 2.

3. Results

Here we report the neurocorrelates of steady state BP and HR from a
wider exploratory MRI study conducted to seek insights into the etiology
of CFS (Barnden et al., 2011, 2015). Because this is the first such study of
BP and HR in CFS, a comprehensive set of hemodynamic regressors was
investigated.
) reference Table 2 regressions. Greyscale (upper panels) or colour (lower panels) levels
(C). In (A), (B) and (E) maximum T statistic projections show the spatial extent of the
t peak locations. Beneath are transaxial (C and F), coronal (C) and sagittal (D) sections

reticular formation cuneiform nucleus (CnF) at z = −10 and −20 and one in the ventral
jacent to a VTA peak at z = −8. Sections in (F) show positive PP and sysBP regression
e overlap) and in the left postcentral somatosensory gyrus for sysBP; and at z = +20 in
nalysis, are also shown (in red). The plot in (E) illustrates a case when the 1s NC analysis
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3.1. HR, BP, anxiety and depression scores

A comparison between CFS and NC of all hemodynamic measures
showed heart rate was significantly elevated in CFS for both erect
and reclining postures and pulse pressure was reduced for the erect
posture – see preliminary report (Barnden et al., 2011). HADS scores
(mean ± SD) were, for depression, 8.4 ± 4.7 for CFS and 4.0 ± 3.3 for
NC (P b 0.0002), and for anxiety, 6.6 ± 3.0 for CFS and 1.7 ± 2.3 for
NC (P b 0.0001).

Table 1 lists Pearson correlationswithin theCFS group between pairs
of the 8 hemodynamic scores and anxiety and depression (column 2).
diaBP and sysBP correlated strongly for each posture (strongest reclin-
ing), though not as strongly between postures. For the same posture,
PP correlated strongly with sysBP, but not diaBP. HR measures from
the two postures were not correlated and neither correlated with
any BP measure. Anxiety and Depression were strongly correlated
(P = 0.0001) and both correlated negatively with erect PP. None of
the 10 scores in Table 1 correlated with CFS duration. More correlations
may be found in the supplementary data of the preliminary report
(Barnden et al., 2011).

3.2. MRI correlations with BP and HR

3.2.1. General overview
For the 128 regressions surveyed with designs A and B, a false discov-

ery rate of 0.05 was achieved for a cluster P b 0.008. 13/128 regressions
(Table 2) yielded significant clusters. Eight of the 13 regressions were 2-
sample (CFS and NC had opposite regression slopes) and five were 1-
sample (CFS-only) regressions. Of the 4MRI image types, T1w regressions
yielded most clusters, but WM volume and T2w also contributed. All re-
gressors (sysBP, diaBP, PP and HR) and both postures were involved.

Adjustment for anxiety and depression (A&D) was performed to
address a concern that some changes in BP and HR in CFSmay be a con-
sequence of A&D. Before adjustment, 14 of the 19 clusters in Table 2
were significant (FDR b 0.05 via ccP b 0.008). Adjusting for A&D
rendered another five significant, but 4 then became insignificant
(bracketed ccP adj).

In one case, the same 1s regression in NC as for CFS, generated a co-
located cluster (7 in Table 2, plot in Fig. 2E) and was discounted as
relevant to CFS.

Plots in the Figures showvalues for individual subjects at themost sig-
nificant voxel for 5 clusters. 1s plots also showNC values (circles) to illus-
trate why corresponding 2s regressions were insignificant at that voxel.

3.2.2. Bias from VBIS scaling of T1w and T2w?
VBIS (Abbott et al., 2009) was used here to estimate global levels

to normalise T1w and T2w scans. To check for possible bias intro-
duced by the VBIS mask that might have contributed to the correla-
tions detected, we performed a second iteration of VBIS for
vulnerable (large cluster) regressions (1 and 2 in Table 2). This
Table 1
Correlations in CFS between hemodynamic scores and anxiety and depression. The R statistic
Numbers in the top row correspond to the numbered scores in columns 1.
HR: heart rate, sysBP: systolic blood pressure, diaBP: diastolic blood pressure, PP: pulse pressu

1 2 3 4

1 HR erect x 0.35 −0.26 0.06
2 HR reclining . x −0.17 −0.08
3 PP erect . . x 0.43
4 PP reclining . . 0.032 x
5 sysBP erect . . 0.0002 .
6 sysBP reclining . . . 3e-6
7 diaBP erect . . . .
8 diaBP reclining . . . .
9 anxiety . . 0.042 .
10 depression . . 0.024 .
omitted areas in the mask where the regression was significant.
Voxels in the cluster formed with a relaxed voxel threshold (0.01)
were omitted. This reduced the size of the T1w and T2w VBIS
masks by 12% and 19%, respectively. With the new global values,
however, the resulting cluster statistical inference was little
changed. For regression 1, ccP adj remained at 2.5e-6, its size
changed from 10510 to 10790 voxels, and the FWE-corrected P of
the peak voxel changed from 0.0069 to 0.0074. For regression 2, ccP
adj remained at 6.5e-6 and its size changed from 16589 to 16341
voxels. Therefore, bias was negligible and for all T1w and T2w de-
signs here, global levels from the mask from a single iteration of
VBIS were used.

Because vasomotor centre nuclei communicate directly with the
peripheral effectors/sensors that determine the BP and HR used here
as regressors, and vasomotor centre activity is modulated by midbrain
and hypothalamus nuclei, we have ordered the location-specific results
accordingly:

3.2.3. MRI correlations in the brainstem vasomotor centre
Fig. 1A shows sections through 6 clusters in the rostral medulla and

caudal pons (vasomotor centre) and cerebellar culmen from 3 different
regressions (Table 2 regressions 5, 10 and 13). This supports the hy-
pothesis for an abnormal relationship between BP and HR and the vaso-
motor centre in CFS. The plot demonstrates the oppositely signed
regressions for CFS and NC in the rostral medulla (cluster 5.2). The
diaBP correlation (regression 10) in the caudal pons is consistent with
its role in initiating inhibitory signals to decrease HR and contractility
(Hall, 2011). When an isolated -1s NC regression corresponding to
regression 10 was performed it detected a very significant cluster
(ccP = 8e-5) co-located with the 2s cluster in the caudal pons.

3.2.4. MRI correlations in the midbrain
Fig. 2A, B illustrates the extended nature of clusters in the midbrain

and hindbrain from T1w regressions with -PP and -sysBP (1,3 in
Table 2). In Fig. 2C, stringent voxel thresholds locate isolated cluster
peaks in the cuneiform nucleus of the reticular formation (CnF), ventral
tegmental area (VTA), and posterior hypothalamus (sysBP only). For PP,
the VTA and two CnF peaks were significant at the voxel level (FWE
corrected voxel P = 0.007, 0.01, 0.04). The strength of the VTA peak
for both PP and sysBP was much enhanced by adjusting for A&D.

Of note, the rostral medulla, lateral midbrain reticular formation
(CnF) and posterior hypothalamus send excitatory signals to the heart
(Hall, 2011) which is consistent with their correlations here with
sysBP and, to a lesser extent, PP.

3.2.5. MRI correlations in the hypothalamus
The hypothalamus plays a key role in the control of BP andHR at rest

and in stress (Hall, 2011). Four clusters were detected in nuclei of the
hypothalamus. Two did not survive adjustment for A&D, however, and
for two it was necessary to invoke the a priori status of the
is above and the P statistic below the diagonal. Only P values ≤0.05 (R ≥ 0.4) are shown.

re.

5 6 7 8 9 10

−0.13 0.14 0.09 0.15 −0.16 −0.14
0.02 0.09 0.20 0.22 0.01 −0.13
0.67 0.21 −0.12 −0.07 −0.41 −0.45
0.39 0.79 0.08 0.31 −0.37 0.05
x 0.56 0.66 0.51 −0.20 −0.15
0.003 x 0.54 0.83 −0.22 0.18
0.0004 0.005 x 0.76 0.14 0.26
0.009 4e-7 1e-5 x −0.01 0.24
. . . . x 0.69
. . . . 0.0001 x
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hypothalamus (i.e. consider ucP). Three are shown in Fig. 3. The posteri-
or hypothalamus was correlated with the more challenging erect pos-
ture, while the anterior correlated with reclining posture measures.

3.2.6. MRI correlations in limbic areas
Some limbic nuclei affect BP andHR in response to stress. A reclining

diaBP correlation was detected in the posterior cingulate cortex (PCC,
Table 2 cluster 9, Fig. 1B) in CFS but not in NC. The PCC is a key nucleus
of the default mode network which is active during rest/sleep. This is
consistent with its correlation here with reclining (and asleep) diaBP.

3.2.7. MRI correlations in WM tracts
Regressions 11 and 12 with HR yielded clusters in prefrontal WM

(Fig. 1C, D), and clusters 2 and 3 extended into the WM of the inferior
fronto occipital fasciculus (IFOF). The isolated -1s NC regression corre-
sponding to regression 11 detected a very significant cluster (ccP =
7e-5) co-locatedwith the 2s cluster in right dorsolateral prefrontalWM.

3.2.8. MRI group differences
Simple MRI comparisons between CFS and NC groups (design D in

Methods) only detected a significant cluster for T2w. This was in the
supplementarymotor area (−12,−22, 70) for CFS N NC (A&D adjusted
ccP=0.0005). A T2w cluster for CFS b NCwas reported in middle tem-
poralWMbut for more relaxed statistical criteria (Barnden et al., 2015).

4. Discussion

This exploratory cross-sectional brain MRI study in CFS of correla-
tions with peripheral BP and HR measures indicative of steady state
autonomic nervous system function, is our third paper to analyse this
common data set. All utilise cluster statistical inference from voxel-
based analysis. The first (Barnden et al., 2011) was a preliminary report
Table 2
Clusters from MR versus Hemodynamic Score regressions.
Details of 19 clusters, defined using voxel P threshold = 0.001, from 13 regressions ordered by
were b0.05 (cluster P b 0.008). Column 1 identifies both regression and cluster (n.2, n.3 for se
ccP after the regressionwas adjusted (controlled) for anxiety and depression. ‘design’ shows the
with opposite-sign slopes), or 1 sample (CFS only). +1s/−1s means a positive/negative regres
NC vs HR, and vice versa for−2s. Where regression details are blank, refer to line above. ‘ccP ad
located cluster from the same-sign NC regression [square brackets].
BA Brodman Area, Cb cerebellum, CnF cuneiform reticular nucleus, diaBP diastolic blood pressu
lateral globus pallidus, pHg parahippocampal gyrus, sysBP systolic blood pressure, PP pulse pre

Regression Regression details

Cluster Fig MRI Posture Regressor Design Structure

Systolic BP or Pulse Pressure
1 2A,C,D T1w erect PP −2s aCnF, aVTA, pHg, LG
2 T1w erect PP −1s aCnF, aCb, brainstem
3 2, 3 T1w erect sysBP −1s Posterior hypothal
3.2 2 A,D Splenium of corpus
3.3 R middle temporal
4 T1w erect sysBP −2s VTA
5 1A T2w erect PP −2s Culmen of Cb verm
5.2 1A Rostral medulla
6 3 T1w reclining sysBP −2s bhypothalamus
7 2E,F T1w erect PP +1s aL medial prefronta
7.2 2E L BA46, DLPF corte
8 2E T1w erect sysBP +1s L postcentral soma

Diastolic BP
9 1B T1w reclining diaBP −1s aPosterior Cingulat
10 1A white erect diaBP +2s caudal basilar pons

Heart Rate
11 1D White Reclining HR −2s aR prefrontal WM
11.2 1D L prefrontal WM
12 1C T2w Erect HR −2s L lateral prefrontal
13 1A,3 White Reclining HR +2s bCulmen of Cb verm
13.2 3 bHypothalamus

a Voxel peak(s) with FWE corrected P b 0.05.
b A priori location; uncorrected cluster P.
and the second (Barnden et al., 2015) a study of MRI associations
with CFS severity and duration in white matter, which suggested
a severity-dependent upregulation of prefrontal myelin which was
interpreted as a plastic response to impaired brainstem/midbrain
nerve conduction. This work examines MRI regressions with the auto-
nomically controlled measures steady state BP and HR and, in common
with the previous reports, is distinguished by some novel features:

• For the first time in CFS, quantitative analysis was performedwith T1-
and T2-weighted spin-echo images. Inter-subject signal levels were
normalised with the VBIS method (Abbott et al., 2009). We also
analysed grey and white matter volume images from VBM.

• We performed (1) MRI versus autonomic score interaction-with-
group regressions which, at each voxel, test the CFS and NC regres-
sions for opposite slopes, and (2) regressions in the CFS group alone.
The first identifies locations where the collective CFS relationship is
explicitly abnormal. Locations identified with the second were also
regarded as having an abnormal relationship when the same 1s
regression in the NC did not detect a co-located cluster.

• We repeated regressions to adjust for associations with anxiety and
depression (A&D).

Interaction-with-group (2s) regressions are a very powerful tool
here because they clearly demonstrate abnormal MRI correlations in
CFS. It should be noted that abnormality only applies in a collective,
population-wide sense. Two abnormal correlations in the vasomotor
centre are particularly pertinent because nuclei in this area communi-
cate directly via sympathetic and parasympathetic signalling with
peripheral BP and HR effectors/sensors. Abnormal correlations were
also detected in nuclei in themidbrain reticular substance and the hypo-
thalamus which participate in the regulation of steady state BP and HR
via reciprocal signalling with the vasomotor centre.
‘Systolic BP or Pulse Pressure’, ‘Diastolic BP’ and ‘Heart Rate’. Their False Discovery Rates
cond, third cluster). ccP is corrected cluster P (corrected for multiple clusters). ‘ccP adj’ is
sign of the CFS regression (− or+) andwhether it was 2 sample (CFS and NC regressions
sion slope. +2s means (for HR say) a positive slope for CFS vs HR and a negative slope for
j’ entries in (parentheses) did not meet statistical criteria (ccP b 0.008), or there was a co-

re, DLPF dorsolateral prefrontal, HR heart rate, IFOF inferior fronto occipital fasciculus, LGP
ssure, VTA ventral tegmental area, WM white matter.

Corrected cluster P Size (voxels)

x,y,z of peak ccP ccP adj adj

P, hindbrain 10, −28, −20 4.7e-6 a2.5e-6 2939 10510
, pHg, LGP, IFOF 8, −26, −6 6.5e-6 a6.5e-6 10510 16589

amus, VTA, CnF, Cb 6, −10, −6 1.3e-5 1.3e-5 4472 6497
callosum 6, −38, 12 ns 0.0007 218
WM (IFOF) 40, −66, −6 ns 0.0013 893

−4, −14, −2 ns 0.005 250
is −10, −42, −24 ns 0.003 689

−2, −32, −46 ns 0.005 561
6, 2, −18 b0.005 (b0.02) 94 59

l cortex −6, 48, 16 a0.0003 [0.0009] 493 301
x −50, 16, 22 0.001 0.0007 220 330
tosensory −54, −10, 16 0.0003 (0.01) 381 148

e Cortex 0, −28, 36 a0.001 a0.002 274 252
, Cb culmen 7,−26,−44 0.003 0.002 975 1065

26, 8, 27 a1.2e-5 a5.7e-6 3210 3380
−18, 8, 27 0.003 0.0009 1148 1228

WM −32, 46, 8 0.006 (0.01) 169 139
is 0, −51, −23 b0.0005 b0.002 790 660

−5, −4, 12 b0.001 (b0.02) 174 82



Fig. 3.Clusters in thehypothalamus.Magnified sections of clusters that showpeaks of significance in thehypothalamus from3differentMR regressionswith erect and reclining systolic BP,
and reclining HR (Table 2, clusters 3, 6, 16.2). Black ellipses loosely outline the hypothalamus.White-bordered inserts at z=−8 and x= 0 reverse the order of cluster overlap. Therewas
little overlap at z =−8. Clusters were from regressions not adjusted for anxiety and depression. Sagittal sections also show clusters in the midbrain, brainstem and cerebellar vermis. In
thehypothalamus, peakswere located in theposterior (green, blue), lateral (red) and anterior (red, blue) divisions. The green sysBPposterior hypothalamus cluster at x=+6and z=−8
is also seen in Fig. 2(D) at x = +6.
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Importantly, CFS versus NC group comparisons did not find differ-
ences in any of the nuclei with abnormal hemodynamic correlations.
Thus, only when autonomic variables are included in correlational anal-
ysis does one find a relationship in CFS that differs from controls. It is
possible therefore that the regulatory nuclei themselves may be unaf-
fected, but that two-way signalling between them is compromised
and this affects signals to/from peripheral autonomic effectors/sensors
which culminates in the collective dysregulation in CFS expressed by
the abnormal correlations here. This is consistent with the impaired
midbrain nerve conduction in CFS inferred earlier (Barnden et al., 2015).

The NC correlation associated with a significant 2s cluster will not
necessarily yield a significant cluster from an isolated (1s) NC analysis.
When however, for each significant 2s regression, we performed a
separate 1s regression in NC (with opposite sign to CFS), we detected
co-located clusters in most, with very strong statistical inference in
the caudal pons (equivalent of 2s regression10 in Table 2) and right
prefrontal WM (11 in Table 2). Clusters detected in other locations
and with other NC regressions will be reported elsewhere.

We suggest that MRI correlations in NC reflect the functional conse-
quences of normal variability in brain anatomy. In CFS we propose
that the functional consequences of normal anatomical variability are
distorted by impaired brainstem/midbrain signalling. Thus, in combina-
tion with impaired brainstem/midbrain signalling in CFS, normal
anatomical variability could explain the correlations observed here.

Correlations in the PCC and cerebellar vermis were of interest be-
cause they mediate BP and HR in response to stress (Critchley et al.,
2000; Gianaros et al., 2005; Wager et al., 2009). Such stressor response
nuclei connect with nuclei in the hypothalamus, midbrain and vasomo-
tor centre and collectively are known as the central autonomic network
(CAN). Abnormal correlations with steady state BP and HR in some
stressor responsenuclei heremay also be a consequence of compromised
signalling within the brainstem/midbrain. Abnormal correlations with
HRwere detected in prefrontalWM tracts and are exceptions to the pat-
tern of CAN locations detected here, although in part they connect CAN
locations (Schondorf and Low, 1993). Futurework thatmay replicate or
expand upon these exploratory findings may shed more light on the
mechanisms underlying these correlations.

In about a half of the clusters in Table 2, adjustment (controlling) for
A&D appreciably changed cluster P, indicating that variance associated
with A&Dwas present. If uncorrelatedwith the hemodynamic regressor
variance, its removal enhanced the statistics, but if correlated, its re-
movalweakened the statistics and A&Dmay have been partly causative.

4.1. Can stress explain BP and HR correlations?

We chose to measure 24 hour BP and HR in the home to minimise
any effect from psychological stress. It remains possible, however, that
some subjects were experiencing ambient stress levels from having a
chronic illness that affected their BP and/or HR. This could naturally
lead to BP or HR correlationswith brainMRI in stressor-response nuclei.
Similar effects should also be seen in NC (at lower levels of stress).
However, for the eight 2s regressions in Table 2 the CFS and NC correla-
tions were of opposite sign, which is not consistent with a stress-driven
explanation for the abnormal CFS correlations. Some of the 1s CFS
correlations could, however, be explained by stress modulated BP or
HR changes. Clearly, it would be desirable to record levels of psycholog-
ical stress and control for it, as we have done here for anxiety and
depression.

4.2. Limitations

This study relied heavily on correlational analysis. Although the lim-
itations for direction of causality apply, the conclusions presented here
depend on the striking pattern of abnormal correlations being detected
in brain locations largely confined to the CAN. The non-rigorous nature
of ABPM in the home may have affected results. MRI signals from small
nuclei within the hypothalamus, brainstem and midbrain may have
been reduced by the effective spatial resolution in the final statistical
analysis. Finally, support here for pathology that affects nerve signal
conduction in the brainstem/midbrain relies on indirect consequential
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evidence and confirmation via direct measurement of functional con-
nectivity through/within the brainstem/midbrain is called for.

5. Conclusion

This cross-sectional study detected local abnormal correlations in
CFS between brain MRI and steady state peripheral BP and HR. Among
other regions, nuclei in the vasomotor centre, midbrain CnF, hypothala-
mus, cerebellar vermis and PCCwere prominent.We suggest that recip-
rocal connectivity between these regulatory nuclei is impaired, which in
turn affects signalling to/from peripheral effectors/sensors and culmi-
nates in the observed abnormal correlations. More research should be
directed to investigating brainstem/midbrain status and function in CFS.
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